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When ruggedly sexy backcountry guide Grey Lowell moves to Sterling Canyon, Colorado, after

buying the ski-expedition company Backtrax, his plans donâ€™t include romance. Still, itâ€™s fun to

lookâ€”especially across a crowded restaurant at a beauty he dubs â€œBambi.â€• But all his plans

change later that night when heâ€™s injured by a drunk driver.Physical therapist Avery Randall is

shocked to learn that Greyâ€™s the man her brother struck with his car, and even more stunned

when he arrives at the clinic expecting her help. Despite her reservations and Greyâ€™s silly new

nickname for her, Avery agrees to work with him, and passion begins to simmer. Yet with his

livelihood at stake, Grey must make tough decisions that could hurt Avery and her family. Before

long, Averyâ€™s loyalties are tested, and the choices she and Grey each make may cost them their

chance at lasting love.
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I loved this book. Not only for the romance but the suspense with the accident and whether things

would turn out okay.



Great little book reading some more of Jamie Beck's books never read any before but the first three

were really good

It's not easy for me to write a negative review. As a creative in a different arena, I understand how

much goes into expressing yourself in such a public way, you are laying yourself bare for all to see

and comment on, and I appreciate the courage that takes. Having said that, we all look for different

things in our books and this is just my opinion, which goes against many of the reviews on

here.Firstly, what I liked about this book.I liked the premise of the story, the way the author wove the

main characters stories together. It was set up well, and opened up opportunities for emotional

attachment and angst. I also could envisage the setting and atmosphere of the town.I liked the main

characters friendship groups and what they added to the story and I can see there is potential for

the author to continue this series with their stories.Sadly, as the story went on I felt bogged down by

too much inner dialogue, particularly from the heroine, her 'rules', and her manner, which caused

me to disconnect from her as the story progressed. She began to annoy me with her flip flopping of

emotions and poor decision making. I felt some of it was there just to create unnecessary angst and

ended up making her look weak and immature. I understood how her past had effected her but, in

the end I lost interest in her HEA.Grey, on the other hand, I felt more of a connection to than Avery,

but still missed the total connection that I look for. I thought he was open and honest. He showed his

vulnerability, even when Avery was not willing to do the same. I had to wonder though, if attraction

and lust would be enough to overcome the obstacles they had in the beginning, knowing what they

did and what it meant for their budding relationship. I'm not sure I would have pursued a relationship

in that situation until the issue between us was somewhat more resolved.Overall, this book had

potential but it just fell short for me. I thought that some of the situations were added or drawn out

unnecessarily. Some just took the focus away from their developing relationship and the ability for

the reader to form a strong bond with the main characters. The ending felt rushed and Grey forgave

Avery far to quickly for my liking. I didn't want him to drag it out, but he did a complete 180 in the

space of 5 minutes that I felt was unrealistic. And then the book ended. I would have liked an

epilogue. And I would have liked someone to stand up to Avery's overbearing father. It just felt

unfinished to me.

Have never read this author before but I am truly enjoying this series.



Sexual scenes are too many, too explicit & add NOTHING to the plot. I will not read any more of her

stories.

I think the book was very good all the way through, n held my interest. Yes I would like to talk to

people about it all the time.

I accidentally stumbled onto this author and I'm glad I did, I look forward to reading all of her books.

Beck's characters have substance, and her story line held my interest... and that's what I look for in

a book.

If only we all could love with such passion and trust. It is only a story but filled with lessons of love

and living.
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